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Andre Cousar, born and inflated in West Covina, California. Composer/Singer; songs on CD are very

eclectic. Writing is first-class Soundtrack Music or just seated back and chilly music. Easy Listening for

that HARD DAY. Chill with the quiet sounds of DRE. 9 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Mood Music,

CLASSICAL: New Age Motions of Music Songs Details: ANDRE T. COUSAR "MOTIONS OF MUSIC"

BRIEFING Good Day A briefing about myself: I have always had music in my blood since I was a child. I

began playing piano at the age of 9. I trained as a classical pianist, and graduated from California

Lutheran University with a Bachelors in Music. I was one of the 84 pianists at the 1984 Olympic Opening

Ceremonies, and one of the 88 pianists at the 1988 Super Bowl in San Diego. Most recently received the

honor of being named finalist by the Song of the Year for March, 2004 (songoftheyear.com/) songwriting

contest. Song of the Year is an international songwriting contest supporting VH-1's Save the Music

Foundation. The Song of the Year judges are some of the biggest names in music including many

Grammy Award winners. Song of the Year is excited to recognize Andre for his exceptional songwriting

ability for the song Symphony DeLa Dre. Andre competed against songwriters from all over the world for

this honor. When asked what inspired the song Andre commented that "everyday I have music flowing

through my head, however this one day I was thinking I wanted to compose something very dramatic and

orchestrated". Andre released his debut CD early part of 2004 labeled: "Motions of Music" and is currently

working on a new CD while hoping to get noted recognition as an exceptional songwriter, and of course

secure a record deal. My newly released CD is named Motions of Music. My music is very eclectic in its'

own right, therefore with the motions in which my music moves and changes was the way I came up with

the Title of the CD, "Motions of Music". All songs written, arranged, performed and produced by: Andre T.

Cousar  Andre T. Cousar, 2003. A brief note on each piece: Something on My Mind: Written when I was
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missing that important person in my life. Tribute: Written after I received the devastating news that Celia

Cruz died. Moonlight Waltz: Originally written a few years back, picked it up last year and it just sort of

flowed together. With the classical training, I wanted to write my own classical song with a slight up to

date cross over. Loving You: This piece, written to mean exactly what the words say. I had a small

tiff....with my significant other and just could not go to sleep until this beautiful song flowed from my heart

and soul. Symphony DeLa Dre: Written with the idea of continuous motion. There is a Soundtrack feel

towards it, yet it's a Symphony. The term Symphony came to mind because it is "my" Symphony. PAIN:

This song speaks for itself. I healed the pain I had in my heart with writing this song. It is a pain that we

have all felt. Love lost by someone we once loved, whether the situation was good or bad. It still hurts the

same. Movement In Flight: This song just relates so much to the title of my CD, "Motions of Music". Find

My Way Home: Written with the thought of being lost. Not necessarily lost in the world, but lost in

ourselves. As you listen you relax and just flow with this piece. All thoughts you have seem to come

together. OPUS DeLa Dre: The first nine (9) bars are a piece of Beethovens' Sonate Pathtique, Opus 13,

3rd Movement. It fit so well with my creativity of my OPUS. It also ends my CD with an upbeat feeling and

a feeling of wanting more. As you move toward the end of this piece you can hear the cello as it makes

rapid motions. For more information, you can reach Andre at: weho90210@hotmail.com.
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